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ABSTRACT

We have developed a visible imager and spectrograph, Nayoro Optical Camera and Spectrograph (NaCS), installed at the Nasmyth focus of the 1.6-m Pirka
telescope of the Hokkaido University in Hokkaido, Japan. The optical and mechanical design is similar to that of WFGS2 of the University of Hawaii 2.2-m
telescope (UH88), however the camera is newly designed. The spectral coverage is 380–970 nm. The SDSS (g!, r!, i!, z!) filters, Johnson (B, V ) filters and a replica
grism (R 䍐300 at 650 nm) are equipped. We selected a 2k"1k fully-depleted back-illuminated Hamamatsu CCD as a detector. The Kiso Array Controller (KAC) is
used as a CCD controller. The first light observation was done on November 2011. We present the design, construction, and performance of this instrument.

INTRODUCTION
Long-term monitoring of active galactic nuclei (AGNs) is a way to investigate the spatially unresolved structure of AGNs. We built a visible imager and spectrograph
for AGN monitoring. To resolve broad line profiles of AGN, requirement of spectroscopy is spectral resolution R≧300 (at 656 nm). To monitor the luminosity of AGN
as compared with field star, requirement of a field of view is about 10 arcmin. Our main targets are the LINERs and the radio-loud AGNs with about r’≦15 mag. 

Major specification

CCD and readout system
2k!1k Hamamatsu CCD
・Same type of 2k"4k Hamamatsu CCDs used
by HSC of Subaru telescope, but image area is
a quarter of them.
・Fully-depleted back-illuminated CCD.
・High quantum efficiency (≧80%) over optical
Figure 5. A schematic
view ー
of slit920
of NaCS.
wavelength
(440
nm).
・Four readout channels.
・1104 "512 pixels (with 15 µm-square pixel) +
48"512 extra pixels (with smaller size) per
channel.

Table 1: Major specification of NaCS

Spectral coverage 380 ー 970 nm (Imaging),
435 ー 820 nm (Spectroscopy)
Field of view
8.4 ! 4.7 arcmin
CCD
Array format

Hamamatsu 2k ! 1k
(pixel scale : 0.247 arcsec pixel-1)
2048 ! 1104 pixel (pixel size : 15 µm)

Broad-band filters SDSS (g’,r’,i’,z’), Johnson (B,V)
Order-cut filter

GG435

Replica grism

300 gr mm-1

Figure 1: Picture of NaCS 

Spectral Resolution R ~ 300@656 nm (slit width = 3.0 arcsec)
Size

560 mm ! 560 mm ! 1130 mm

Weight

75 kg

Figure 6: (left) Picture of 2k"1k CCD, (right)
overview of 2k"1k CCD 

Kiso Array Controller (KAC)
・Designed for MIT CCDs and SITe CCDs with 16
We selected a similar optical design of WFGS2 because of
2 × 2 and 4 × 4 pixel binning are available. The multi-sampling readout reduces readout
the readout noise
from 5.2 e
channels
originally
to 3.8 e by sampling each pixel multiply. In the spectroscopic observation (300 s, 3.0 arcsec slit) of a point-like
・ Wide field of view (~10 arcmin)
source, the limiting magnitude becomes deeper about 0.33 mag at 500 nm. The list・Compact
of readout noise and
readout
and
low-cost readout system
time
with
several
readout
setting
is
shown
in
Table
??.
・ Wide spectral coverage (380 ー 970 nm)
・The analog circuit of KAC newly is designed for
The each channel gain of detector is slightly differ. the average gain of these channels is about 1.9 e ADU .
・ Imaging mode and Spectroscopy mode can be swiched quickly.
the bias level of each channels also differ. Figure ??(right) shows the layout view Hamamatsu
of a raw data image ofCCD.
NaCS.
Figure 7: Picture of KAC of NaCS. The

Optics

Figure 6. The quantum efficiencies of Hamamatsu and ANDOR CCD.The red line is Hamamatsu CCD, and the blue line
is ANDOR CCD. Hamamatsu CCD has high quantum efficiency (≥ 80%) over optical wavelength.
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In order to connect from the different channels continuously, pre- and over-scan regions are rearranged by the
outside dimension is 160 mm "100 mm.
software process.
Table
Measuredtime
readout
and readout
time
.
Table
2:2.readout
andnoise
readout
noise of
KAC

Figure 2: Optical layout of NaCS

Number of
sampling

Readout
noise (e−1 )

Readout time (s)
1×1

2×2

4×4

1

5.2

5.3

3.7

2.9

2

4.0

8.7

5.4

3.8

4

3.8

12

7.1

4.7

readout mode
・Multiply-sampling (readout reduces the readout
noise by sampling each pixel multiply)
・２"2 and 4"4 pixel binning

Performances and examples of observations

4. PERFORMANCES AND EXAMPLES OF OBSERVATIONS

To observe several AGNs in a night, we confirmed that the total observation
Table ?? summarizes the measured overall efficiency (including the transmittance of atmosphere at airmass =
time per one AGN (r’=15 mag, S/N =100) is about 20 min (photometry) and
1) and estimates of limiting magnitude at S/N = 10 with various exposure times t.
about
90inmin
(spectroscopy).
In order to perform differential
photometry
high accuracy,
the accuracy of the flatness in a field of view
4.1 Broad-band Imaging

is demanding 1% or less, but although the accuracy of the flat fielding of NaCS in each band, it is 1.5% to
5.5%. Moreover, the pattern of a flat fielding
change(S/N
of a=rotator
angle. It imaging.
seems that this cause is
Table changes
3. Limitingwith
magnitude
10) for broad-band
influence of the stray light.
Table 3: Limiting magnitude (S/N = 10) for broad-band imaging

Figure ?? shows an example of broad-band imaging of M88. BM88 is V
a nearby
anzangular
!
!
!
g! spiral rgalaxy,
iwith
size of about 7×4 arcsec. This image is a para-image of three color(g " : blue, r" : green, i" : red). The total
Effective
(nm)
438
545stars483
767 photometry
910
exposure time is 300×3 s at each
band.wavelength
The Galaxy
and the comparison
used for626
differential
are contained in the field of view.
Effective bandwidth (nm)
94
87
138
138
154
137

Figure 3: The spot diagram of NaCS (imaging mode).
These diagrams are optimized for each band. These
spot are within 1/3 of the typical seeing size (~1.8’’) at
the Nayoro Observatory. 

Figure 4: The spot diagram of NaCS (spectroscopic mode).
These spots are within the typical seeing size at the Nayoro
Observatory.

Mechanics
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Overall efficiency
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a

From
Ref. 6. and
Ref. 7. aperture and 2 arcsec seeing are assumed.
*4 arcsec
diameter
b
From
Ref. 8. and
7. V are Vega magnitude and of g’, r’, i’, and z’
Magnitude
of Ref.
B and
c
4are
arcsec
aperture and 2 arcsec seeing are assumed. B and V bands were calculated
ABdiameter
magnitude.
based on AB magnitude system and g! , r! , i! and z ! bands were caluculated based on Vega
magnitude system.

Figure 8: Limiting magnitude (S/N = 10) for slit
spectroscopy (slit width = 3 arcsec). The gray regions
cannot be used for estimate limiting magnitude. 

・To reduced the weight, a truss structure with a wheel box.
・Mounted on the Nasmyth instrument rotator.

!
Figure 9. The
para-image
of three
color of M88(g
: blue, of
r! : Arp102B
green, i! : red).
The3angular
sizeslit
of M88 is 7×4 arcsec.
Figure
9: The
observed
spectrum
with
arcsec

Figure 9: The pseudo-collar image of M88(g!: blue, r!:
width. The flux of [OI] emission line was normalized to 1000.
green, i!: red). The angular size of M88 is 7"4 arcsec. The
S/N
@600
80(exposure
is 75 min).
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Figure 5: Mechanical layout of NaCS

Conclusions
We have developed a visible imager and spectrograph, NaCS for longspectroscopic
of AGNs.
that NaCS has the
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AGNs in a night.
NaCS is also used for other astronomical
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